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[P1] Flowing treasure
I. Circle the right answer
1. People started building the Grand Canal during (the Spring and
Autumn period/Yuan dynasty).
2. The Grand Canal runs from (Beijing/Sichuan) to Zhejiang.
3. The Grand Canal is called the (backbone/bloodline) of China.
II. Choose the right answer.
1. How long is the Grand Canal? [
A. It is nearly 2,200 kilometers long.
B. It is nearly 3,200 kilometers long.
C. It is nearly 4,200 kilometers long.

]

2. About 2,500 years ago, people used the Grand Canal to [
A. go fishing
B. go rafting
C. travel and carry things

].

[P3] Painful plant
I. Use the word below to complete the sentences below.
touch
nose
hairs
heart
eyes
1. The ___________ shape of gympie-gympie plants makes them look
cute.
2. If you ___________ them, they’ll sting you.
3. Their tiny ___________ are like needles.
4. Just standing near the plants can give people a runny ___________ and
watery ___________.

II. Multiple choice
What is/are NOT true about gympie-gympie plants? [
A. They sting animals.
B. They eat animals.
C. It's okay for us to touch them.

]

[P4/5] Building a home in space
I. True or false
1. The space station is about 400 meters above Earth's surface. [
2. Six astronauts can live on the station for a long time. [
]
3. The space station has air conditioning, but no refrigerators. [

]
]

II. Read and answer
1. How many parts does the space station have? What are they?

2. What do the astronauts do on the station?

III. Choose the right answer
1. Tianzhou 2 is a [
A. manned spacecraft
B. cargo spacecraft
C. core capsule
2. Astronauts [
A. carry out experiments
B. sleep
C. exercise
3. Shenzhou XII carried [
A. three
B. five
C. six

].

] in the labs.

] astronauts to the space station.

Answers
[P1]
I. 1. the Spring and Autumn period 2. Beijing
3. bloodline
II. 1. B 2. C
[P3]
I. 1. heart 2. touch 3. hairs 4. nose 5. eyes
II. BC
[P4/5]
I. 1. F 2. F 3. F
II.
1. The spacecraft has five parts. They are the
core capsule, two lab capsules, the cargo
capsule, and the manned capsule.
2. They do scientific studies. After work,
they eat, exercise and contact their families
on Earth.
III. 1. B 2. A 3. A

